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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/cow-factory#.WahrPa17RTY

.1

COW FACTORY
[DVDA259-013] 1 x 50 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Animal Culture, Natural Science

AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

How would you like your cow? Plump? Hornless? Producing lactose-reduced or insulin-enriched
milk? A journey to the heart of a revolution in progress - the animal gene. An XXL-sized Belgian cow,
swollen with a specific gene in order to maximize its weight and muscle structure.
American scientists are working on the cow of the future, able to generate “eco farts” in order to
reduce global warming...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ariane-mnouchkine#.VbETN0tGwb8

.2

ARIANE MNOUCHKINE
[DVDA196-013] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Theatre, Biography, Women

ARTS

Not many theatre directors can boast of having been at the helm of their troupe for over 50 years
and still be constantly renewing their art without ever losing track of contemporaneity? Ariane
Mnouchkine is that athlete and artist who, since the creation of the avant-garde stage ensemble, has
always placed a high value on artistic excellence and defended her ideal of sharing with actors and
audience alike.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/art-and-design#.WbL06q17SHs

.3

ART AND DESIGN
[DVDA277-005] 1 x 60 minutes | 2010 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Drawing, Painting and Print

How do artists turn their ideas into art? How do they express their creativity? What inspires them?
Why did they choose their particular materials, and forms of expression? Visual artists working in
many different styles and media talk about how they make work, from inspiration through to the
finished piece.

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

ARTS

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/art-of-television#.WagH_q17RTY

.4

THE ART OF TELEVISION

• Collection: «The Art of Television»
[DVDA296-S01] 6 x 26 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 175/995

Cat: Radio and Television, United States

The series The Art of Television explores modern television directing and those who stand behind the
camera through intimate and never-before-seen portraits. Six directors from the most iconic TV
shows, such as The Sopranos, Game of Thrones, The Good Wife, Law & Order, Six Feet Under and
Mad Men welcome us into their home and walk us through their carrier and work methods...
ARTS

01. Alan Poul ( Six feet under, Rome, The Newsroom) 02. Jennifer Getzinger ( Mad Men, Masters of Sex, the Big C…) 03.
Rosemary Rodriguez ( The Good Wife, The Walking Dead, Jessica Jones) 04. Tim Van Patten ( The Sopranos, The Pacific,
Boardwalk Empire) 05. Matthew Penn ( Law & Order, Damages, Royal Pains) 06. Alan Taylor ( Game of Thrones,
Deadwood, Homicide

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/intelligent-hand#.VzTjoktGxJQ

.5

THE INTELLIGENT HAND
[DVDA277-001] 1 x 45 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 195/

Cat: Design and Decorative Art

ARTS

This documentary delves into the lives and work of five extraordinary craftsmen and women from
different corners of the globe: a jewelry-maker in Mumbai, a dress designer in Taipei, a Luthier
(guitar-maker) in New York, a bag-maker in Moscow and finally a bell founder in France. Operating at
the very pinnacle of their professions, their relationship with Craft shines a light on its true value,
and what we stand to lose if it becomes a thing of the past.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/j-l-sert-a-nomadic-dream#.V9lwv0tGxJQ

.6

J.L. SERT, A NOMADIC DREAM
[DVDA285-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Architecture, Biography

ARTS

Josep Lluís Sert was a brilliant, Spanish architect and the first to attain international fame in his
country. He was a man of contradictions, a contentious presence –free verse in a world dominated
by replicas and serial reproductions. He dared to be an avant-garde architect in his home country, a
country ruled under the most absolute of conservatisms. His love of art brought him into contact
with the likes of Le Corbusier, Picasso, Miró and Chagall...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/jean-cocteau-i-ll-stay-with-you#.VhFkTEtGwb8

.7

JEAN COCTEAU, I REMAIN WITH YOU
[DVDA269-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Cinema and Film Arts, Theatre, Biography, French Literature
This fresh and unique approach of Jean Cocteau’s life, unveils both the man and the artist. We
discover Cocteau’s amazing and prolific universe full of invention and modernity. The film examines
different periods of the poet’s life and the artistic fields in which he excelled. Director Arnaud Xainte
creates a set to evoke Cocteau’s fairy tale and surrealist atmosphere.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

ARTS

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/seiji-ozawa-the-living-spirit-of-music#.V72gAUtGxJQ

.8

SEIJI OZAWA, THE LIVING SPIRIT OF MUSIC
[DVDA212-011] 1 x 54 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Music, Biography

ARTS

At the age of 80, Seiji Ozawa is one of the last living legends of a bygone golden age of conducting. A
pupil of Charles Munch and Herbert von Karajan, he was Leonard Bernstein’s assistant before taking
over as director of the prestigious Boston Symphony Orchestra, which he led for thirty years... Seiji
Ozawa is different: coming from Asia, he has maintained a reserve, a respect for the musicians in the
orchestras he leads. He also conducts without a baton...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/birth-of-printing-the-gutenberg-revolution#.Wahpg617RTY
.9

THE BIRTH OF PRINTING, THE GUTENBERG REVOLUTION
[DVDA259-014] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Biography, Middles Ages, Media and Communications

BIOGRAPHY

Gutenberg is responsible for the most significant invention of the medieval period: movable type
printing. How could such an invention have come about in 15th-century Europe? This ambitious
docudrama aims at showing exactly that: the struggle of an inventor who challenged the society of
his time. This is an epic tale, with a protagonist who is by turns tenacious, cantankerous, shrewd,
bold, cunning, epicurean, and passionate...

BEST-SELLER!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/j-r-r-tolkien-designer-of-worlds#.U_zKJUtGwb8

.10

J.R.R. TOLKIEN, DESIGNER OF WORLDS
[DVDA196-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Biography, English Literature

For many people, the English writer JRR Tolkien (1892-1973) is above all the author of the Lord of the
Rings, the film series directed and produced by Peter Jackson from 2001 to 2003. But what most
people are unaware of is that this immensely successful novel is only the tip of a monumental
corpus, started in the 1910s, and which Tolkien pursued to the day he died in 1973.

BEST-SELLER!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

BIOGRAPHY

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/business-revolution#.V2G080tGxJQ

.11

BUSINESS REVOLUTION

• Collection: « Business Revolution»
[DVDA264-S02] 10 x 28 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/2 000

Cat: Industry and Commerce

In a fast-paced changing world, Business Revolution will give you the keys to understand the
disruptions that are shaking up companies. This 10 part series will show you how companies are
breaking taboos to invent new business-models. With each episode, men and women will share their
expertise and vision on digital, innovation, management, customer experience and responsibility.
BUSINESS

01. Innovation Has Its Own Revolution 02. Management Has Its Own Revolution 03. Big Data, Big business 04. The Digital
Emergency 05. Gender equality, A Corporate Performance Driver 06. What if we Could Revitalize Capitalism? 07.
Omnichannel is Revolutionizing Business 08. The Power of Conversation 09. Corruption, the Double Penalty 10.
Employees, the Holy Grail of Engagement

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/deaths-on-credit#.WaXFfK17RTY

.12

DEATHS ON CREDIT
[DVDA259-015] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Economy, Finance, Lifestyles

Three people kill themselves every day in France because they’ve become trapped in a vicious spiral
of debt. All over Europe, household over-indebtedness is on the rise; it’s a ticking time bomb.
Though it doesn’t always lead to suicide, it often causes a ‘little death’ of economic and social
exclusion and serious psychological distress, a nightmare from which it is extremely hard to escape...
BUSINESS

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/degrowth-from-myth-of-abundance-to-voluntary-simplicity#.
.13
V9mJCfkrK70

DEGROWTH, FROM THE MYTH OF ABUNDANCE TO VOLUNTARY SIMPLICITY
[DVDA285-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Industry and Commerce, Lifestyles, Sustainable Development

BUSINESS

This documentary tackles the big question of economic growth in a finite world from the point of
view of a social and deeply ecological movement known as Degrowth... This documentary juxtaposes
two worlds. The world as it is now, a world of desire, of ‘having’ and ‘always more’. But another
world is on its way, a world of ‘being’, aware of the limits of the biosphere, where the so-called
‘conscientious objectors to growth’ work together to build a socio-economic alternative...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/who-rules-the-sea#.VuGiJktGwb8

.14

WHO RULES THE SEA?
[DVDA218-009] 1 x 55 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Economy, Industry and Commerce, Transport

BUSINESS

Our world is essentially maritime. The sea unites us, feeds us, transports us. It covers 3/5 of our
planet, and it is the oceans that carry 90% of all the products we need. This film is a journey into the
heart of a global economy that in spite of its size is almost invisible in everyday life. From Piraeus to
Marseille, Hamburg, Shanghai and Brussels and at sea, the film explores the pulse of shipping in the
21st century.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/big-wind#.VecMc0tGwb8

.15

BIG WIND
[DVDA80-006] 1 x 58 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Industry and Commerce, Pollution, Sustainable Development, Canada, Energy,
Energy and Natural Ressources
Big Wind is an in-depth documentary that covers the unprecedented rush to industrial wind turbine
development that is transforming the landscape of the world. It is pitting neighbour against
neighbour, residents against companies, and the government against its people.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

ENVIRONMENT

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/climate-sceptics-the-climate-war#.VR2xIUtGyF0

.16

CLIMATE SCEPTICS: THE CLIMATE WAR
[DVDA196-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Climate Change

For some years now, climate sceptics have been questioning the reality of global warming. These
movements are financed by large industrial groups who significantly contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions and who have set up scientific research teams, think-tanks and lobbying groups to defend
their theories.
ENVIRONMENT

__________________________________________________________________________________
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.17

LONGYEARBYEN, A BIPOLAR CITY
[DVDA292-002] 1 x 57 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Climate Change , Pollution, Sustainable Development, Energy and Natural Resources,
Europe

ENVIRONMENT

In the Arctic, the Norwegian city of Longyearbyen, extracts coal for one hundred years as an energic
and economic source, which stirs many environmental paradoxes. In 2015, the mayor election year,
the coal prices fall and the issue of sustainable development starts to emerge in the minds.
According to some scientists, politicians and city locals, Longyearbyen is now facing a race against
the clock.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/warning-how-intelligence-and-science-met-climatechange#.WaXDeK17RTY

.18

THE WARNING – HOW INTELLIGENCE AND SCIENCE MET CLIMATE CHANGE
[DVDA259-016] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Climate Change , Geopolitics

ENVIRONMENT

This documentary tells the amazing and unknown story of how the world’s most powerful
intelligence service, the CIA, engaged in the controversial area of climate change and extreme
weather events in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War and partnered with its erstwhile
adversary, Russia’s main military intelligence organisation the GRU. A story full of high politics,
intelligence yarns and awesome science ensued...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/a-world-without#.WZ9Bsa17RTY

.19

A WORLD WITHOUT...

• Collection: «A World Without...»
[DVDA296-S02] 4 x 52 minutes | 2013-2017 | $DVD: 235/845

Cat: Sustainable Development, Astronomy and Space Science, Earth Science , Natural
Science, New Technologies

ENVIRONMENT

What would a world without our much-needed forests look like? What would happen if all germs
disappeared from our planet? What would be the face of a world deprived of one of its worst
parasites, the mosquitoe, responsible for several million deaths a year? What would happen if we
were, one day, deprived of our satellites?
The series A World without... examines what our world would look like without the things we take
for granted.
01. A World Without Satellites 02. A World Without Forests 03. A World Without Microbes 04. A World Without
Mosquitoes

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/aids-countdown-to-a-cure#.WZ9ARq17RTY

.20

AIDS: A COUNTDOWN TO A CURE
[DVDA296-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Security and Prevention

BEST-SELLER!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY &
MEDICINE

According to experts, the AIDS epidemic is now halted but its eradication is nowhere near its end.
AIDS, a Countdown to a Cure is a scientific investigation into the heart of the most advanced
laboratories in Europe and the USA, and the medical revolution that is taking place that will set an
end to this devastating virus.
Warning: Scenes of nudity

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/body-language

.21

BODY LANGUAGE
[DVDA83-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Media and Communications
What is the connection between the smile of the Mona Lisa and the behaviour of a terrorist?
Discover the secrets of nonverbal behaviour in Body Language, as experts in the USA, Canada and
Europe pioneer the use of new technology to decipher our unconscious messages. control.

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY &
MEDICINE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/dna-superdoc#.WZ8Wra17RTY

.22

DNA, SUPERDOCTOR
[DVDA296-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Medicine, Natural Science, New Technologies
DNA Superdoc uncovers the story behind this biotechnological breakthrough. Immense progress in
genetics has enabled several genetic diseases to be identified and diagnosed. Through a detailed
field survey, expert interviews and CGI (computer generated imagery) re-enactments, you will
discover how genetics will radically change medicine in the 21st century.

BEST-SELLER!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY &
MEDICINE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82562?preview=true#.VXcNQUtGwb9

.23

EMPATHY, THE HEART'S INTELLIGENCE
[DVDA242-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

What makes human beings social, able to see another’s point of view, while still remaining
ourselves? Where do we get the pleasure of exchanging, helping each other and doing things
together?.. Empathy is both the emotional ability to feel that which the other feels and the cognitive
ability to understand emotions, desires and intentions in order to adopt a point of view.
HEALTH, SAFETY &
MEDICINE

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/future-of-cancer-closer-to-a-cure#.WZ8_Q617RTY

.24

THE FUTURE OF CANCER: CLOSER TO A CURE
[DVDA296-008] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, New Technologies

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY &
MEDICINE

Cancer is the leading cause of death in the world with 8 million deaths and 14 million new cases each
year. The new century has brought hope to cancer patients as dying from cancer has now dropped
by 20% in modern societies. The challenge remains to eradicate the disease completely and thanks
to therapeutic innovations such as preventive vaccines, targeted cancer therapies, immunotherapies,
and nanotechnologies, scientists are offering a new promise of hope.

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/worldwide-allergies-who-s-to-blame#.VhFhjktGwb8

.25

WORLDWIDE ALLERGIES, WHO'S TO BLAME ?
[DVDA269-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine
Four hundred million people worldwide suffer from allergic rhinitis and another tree hundred million
have asthma. Allergic diseases rank 4th on the list of diseases according to the WHO and could
become 3rd in the next few decades. What are the factors responsible for the scourge of global
allergies? Can we explain why some people become allergic while others do not?

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY &
MEDICINE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/1961-the-road-to-freedom#.WZ8Vhq17RTY

.26

1961, THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
[DVDA296-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: American History, Human Rights, United States
The film follows the historic movement begun on May 4th, 1961 by a group of black and white civil
rights activists, the so called "Freedom Riders" who launched a series interstate bus trips into the
deep South to desegregate travel facilities. Brutally attacked, they eventually challenged the federal
government's inaction to reverse decades of segregation and provide equality for all.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HISTORY

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/alpuxarras#.V53-dktGxJQ

.27

ALPUXARRAS
[DVDA285-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Middles Ages, Europe

HISTORY

Alpuxarras narrates the Muslim conquest of the Iberian Peninsula and the subsequent Christian
conquest, until the end of the expulsion of the Moriscos in the XVII century. Focusing on the
presence of the Muslims in Galicia and the forced colonization of the Alpuxarras by the Galicians, the
similarities between common traditions, today almost forgotten, are exposed. A look to Alpuxarras
allows us to know a past that is necessary to understand the present reality.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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.28

IN THE EYES OF PHARAOHS
[DVDA173-038] 1 x 58 minutes | 2017 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Ancient History, Archaeology, Middle East

HISTORY

For archaeologists, the word “Eden” is what best describes Egypt. The Egyptian sands are an ongoing
source of new scientific discoveries such as one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the mythical
Lighthouse of Alexandria, destroyed by an earthquake in the fourteenth century. Today, visualizing
this unique work of art is a difficult challenge. In Thebes, a team of archaeologists sheds light on the
famous Ramesses (Ramses) II, the greatest of pharaohs...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/operation-yellow-bird#.WQuNIUtGxJQ

.29

OPERATION YELLOW BIRD
[DVDA269-006] 1 x 62 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Modern History, Human Rights, Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Asia
This investigative film returns 27 years after the Tiananmen massacre, to interview some of the
principal actors of the exfiltration. They reveal for the first time in front of a camera, the unknown
story behind the CIA’s implication in Operation Yellow Bird. An unprecedented story that still testifies
today to the harshness of the Chinese regime.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HISTORY

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/peron-identity#.V6OF1EtGxJQ

.30

THE PERÓN IDENTITY
[DVDA286-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Biography, Modern History, Latin America

HISTORY

Elected 3 times, Juan Perón has done a lot more than rewrite Argentina’s history. He rewrote his
own. The Péron Identity unravels the myth surrounding his persona. We reveal how his family tried
to cover up his illegitimate birth, how he himself changed his birth place to court political favour,
how he did everything in his power to obscure his first marriage so that it would not overshadow his
second one, to Eva Perón whose own political wiles made him president...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/sorella-a-child-of-the-shoah#.VthHnUtGwb8

.31

SORELLA, A CHILD OF THE SHOAH
[DVDA218-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Contemporary History, Europe

Starting from a simple photograph showing four women and a young girl before execution by the
Nazis, this exceptional documentary traces in detail a little-known episode of the Holocaust in Latvia.
Who was Sorella, whose photo is on display at the Jewish Museum in Riga, the Latvian capital? No
one can say with absolute certainty but as the film delves into the mystery of this 10 year old girl...
HISTORY

__________________________________________________________________________________
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.32

ASHBAL, CHILDREN OF ISIS
[DVDA259-017] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Human Rights, Conflicts and Resolutions, Children and Youth, Middle East

LAW AND JUSTICE

The members of the Islamic State call them “lion cubs.” They are between 4 and 16 years old.
They’ve spent many months in military and religious training camps where they were subjected to
brainwashing and abuse. Some have managed to escape and are now living in Turkey or in Europe.
Children of ISIS is a rare documentary that captures their stories. These witnesses describe life in the
Islamic State’s military and religious training camps for children...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hack-me-if-you-can-tales-from-the-digital-battlefield#.
WZ74ea17RTY

.33

HACK ME IF YOU CAN - TALES FROM THE DIGITAL BATTLEFIELD
[DVDA296-001] 1 x 45 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Criminology, Computers, New Technologies
A total immersion in the world of the dark web and the new battlefield created by the internet.
Terrorist attacks, hybrid conflict in eastern Europe, hot war in the Middle East, lawless zones, arms
and drug trafficking, confrontations between secret services, electronic bank robbery, the depths of
the web are a new key piece in redefining the chess board of the world.

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

LAW AND JUSTICE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/how-i-became-invisible#.WZ16Jq17RTY

.34

HOW I BECAME INVISIBLE
[DVDA212-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Media and Communications

Camera, tracking, data, homeland security, NSA… Can we really escape technological control? How
do we become invisible in today? Bugged, watched, tracked, Alexandra Ranz travels the world
searching for new techniques to rid herself of private life intrusions, to erase her personal data from
the Internet and be totally free again. This documentary gives you the keys of Internet surveillance...

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/such-a-fan#.WaXJVa17RTY

.35

SUCH A FAN!
[DVDA259-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Media and Communications, Lifestyles, Recreation and Leisure
Confined - not so long ago - to the shadows of the pit at concerts, fans are now in the limelight.
Acting as creators, marketing tools for their stars, or lifestyle initiators, fans are not “hysterical”
individuals to be ridiculed. They are major players in the world of pop culture!
MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

Catalogue

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/chinese-propaganda-lesson-in-forbidden-territory#.
VhJoB0tGwb8

.36

A CHINESE PROPAGANDA LESSON IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE
[DVDA212-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Human Rights, Government, Social Issues, Asia
This documentary reveals the real face of China and gets inside the propaganda machine. For the
first time, a journalist joined an official trip to the heart of one of the most secret and unstable
regions in China: Xinjiang, an area that’s normally out of bounds to tourists. The film draws a parallel
between a slick, consensual tour and the distress of an entire race.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

POLITICAL SCIENCE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/decoding-isis#.V6OE8EtGxJQ

.37

DECODING ISIS
[DVDA286-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Violence and Abuse, Media and Communications, Conflicts and Resolutions

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Each of the Islamic State's terrifying actions is accompanied by carefully staged videos whose
purpose is horrifying the Western audiences on the evening news and inflaming the Muslim ones.
Before being a war machine, ISIS was a huge machine of propaganda employing over 100 Western
technicians, with 40 broadcasters and professional production companies. But what lands on our
screens is only a tiny part of the hundreds of clips uploaded daily...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/inside-isis-and-the-muslim-position-on-terror#.
V5ywzUtGxJQ

.38

INSIDE ISIS AND THE MUSLIM POSITION ON TERROR
[DVDA173-034] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Conflicts and Resolutions, Social Issues, Middle East

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Jürgen Todenhöfer is the only Western reporter to have entered Islamic State territory and come out
alive. His book about his experience, My Journey into the Heart of Terror is a best seller, still most of
his footage is un-released, until now. In Paris, where IS killed 130 people, Jürgen recounts his
experience to Hamza Yusuf, a leading Muslim expert and harsh critic of IS, representative of all major
scholars and the huge majority of Muslims.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/kremlin-trojan-horse#.VhLRFktGwb8

.39

THE KREMLIN'S TROJAN HORSE
[DVDA263-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Modern History, Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Global Politics
As world’s largest natural gas exporter, was Russian involvement in the Ukraine war patriotic… or
economic? In order to find out, this geopolitically-themed documentary attempts to better
understand an issue that concerns both the future of Europe and NATO, in the face of an arrogant
Putin-ruled Kremlin...
POLITICAL SCIENCE

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

Catalogue

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/russia-nostalgia-for-the-empire#.VhJwzktGwb8

.40

RUSSIA: NOSTALGIA FOR THE EMPIRE?
[DVDA269-004] 1 x 52 minutes | 2012 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Contemporary History, Geopolitics, Government, Europe, Global Politics

POLITICAL SCIENCE

The year after the downfall of the Soviet Union, President Boris Eltsine declared: “the Imperial Russia
is over”, a long era that started with Ivan the Terrible. Ten years later, his successor, Vladimir Poutine
answered him by stating: “The downfall of the Soviet Union was the biggest catastrophe of the 20th
century.” Behind official positions, what are the real relationships between Moscow and its former
satellites?

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/when-siberia-will-be-chinese#.V5oPWUtGxJQ

.41

WHEN SIBERIA WILL BE CHINESE
[DVDA242-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Geopolitics, Global Politics

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Initially belonging to China, Eastern Siberia became Russian after the defeat of the Middle Kingdom
by Nicolas I, in the nineteenth century. Today, as Russia has moved to annex the Crimea will China do
the same with Siberia? Some 7 million Russian and 148 million Chinese are living along this border
and little by little, the Chinese are crossing over the Amur River to settle on the Russian side. The
makings of a peaceful invasion that worries Russian diplomacy.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/human-or-robot#.VhJsyUtGwb8

.42

HUMAN OR ROBOT?
[DVDA269-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Robotics

SCIENCE

We are on the verge of a humanoid revolution. Could robots make us immortal? New robots with
human faces are ever more efficient; they walk, see, hear and speak. They look more and more like
us and are nearly ready to enter our homes and lives. In ten years, predict the roboticists, androids
will be part of our daily lives just as personal computers are now. What about us? Are we ready to
welcome them?

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/augmented-h-umanity#.WZ8XVa17RTY

.43

H+UMANITY AUGMENTED
[DVDA296-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: New Technologies, Robotics

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

The film, H+umanity Augmented takes us from the USA to Japan and into the heart of secret labs of
the most borderline scientists in the world who are trying to push the boundaries of life through
technology. Robotics is an important step, but the future of our species is not in a massive
substitution by robots, on the contrary, robotics and technology must be used to improve the human
being. Will we lose control of this new technology?
__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

Catalogue

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hurricane-the-anatomy#.V8BBDUtGxJQ

.44

HURRICANE, THE ANATOMY

• Collection: « Hurricane, The Anatomy»
[DVDA287-S01] 2 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/425

Cat: Climate Change , Astronomy and Space Science, Earth Science

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

Hurricanes are the strongest storms on earth. Many begin as harmless breezes from Northern Africa;
inoffensive winds that gradually move westwards over the tropical Atlantic Ocean, gathering energy
from the warm seawater, building in strength and gradually forming the unmistakable spiral of
extreme winds and thunderstorms that characterize hurricanes. This series is a witness to the
devastation wreaked by one of the most powerful forces on earth...
01. Predicting the Unpredicatable 02. Winds of Change

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/neo-tokyo-the-future-of-vr#.WZ8Xz617RTY

.45

NEO TOKYO, THE FUTURE IN VR
[DVDA296-007] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Media and Communications, New Technologies
Tokyo metro trains are packed with passengers who are all using VR headsets for travelling through
the city. If this scene seems surrealistic today, it is quite possible that it will soon become as common
as having a train full of people watching their cell phones. You can say the VR craze has already
begun!

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/tesla-s-children#.WbL1bq17SHs

.46

TESLA'S CHILDREN
[DVDA277-004] 1 x 45 minutes | 2016 | $DVD: 195/

Cat: New Technologies, Science & Technology

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

Tesla's Children follows five outside-the-box thinkers/mavericks, who are not only changing the
existing scientific paradigm, but are overthrowing it in several unique ways. The inventors are
connected by an inspiration to iconic pioneer Nikola Tesla, a Serbian inventor who immigrated to
America to work with Thomas Edison. Although Tesla was a genius responsible for such inventions as
fluorescent lighting, remote control, robots, helicopter airplanes, particlebeam weapons,
hydroelectric power system, wireless communication and the induction motor...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/generation-a#.VzTlgktGxJQ

.47

GENERATION A
[DVDA277-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Education, Children and Youth, Social Issues, Middle East
Millions of people know about the problems in Afghanistan, but no one knows the real solution. In
this compelling new film, award winning director, Jasmin Kozowy, shines a spotlight on the untold
story of the education system in Afghanistan. Triumphant and heartbreaking in equal measures, this
film is a tribute to the unsung voices of those who are fighting for a brighter future.
SOCIETY AND CULTURE

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

Catalogue

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/djihad-counter-offensive#.V5IzJktGxJQ

.48

JIHAD, COUNTER-OFFENSIVE
[DVDA242-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Violence and Abuse, Children and Youth

How do you de-radicalize kids caught up in the djihad web? How do you help their parents? Djihad,
Counter-Offensive looks at how social workers, imams, educators, parents and de-radicalized youth
are working to create alternatives and present concrete ways to counter radicalization.

BEST-SELLER!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/pink-attitude-princesses-pop-stars-girl-culture#.
VhWIgEtGwb9

.49

PINK ATTITUDE : PRINCESSES, POP STARS & GIRL POWER
[DVDA196-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Industry and Commerce, Children and Youth, Lifestyles, Women
Cheerful, bubbly and colourful, the Girlie-Girl Culture is an unavoidable phenomenon of our western
society. This ambiguous and popular culture-both angelic and demoniac constantly oscillates
between two extreme images of women: the little girl and the temptress, ingénue, predator...
Welcome to the land of Girly-Girl Culture.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/syria-children-at-war#.VR6eJUtGwb8

.50

SYRIA, CHILDREN AT WAR
[DVDA196-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Conflicts and Resolutions, Children and Youth, Social Issues, Middle East
Now in its 4 year, over 200 000 Syrians have lost their lives in a civil war that has rebel brigades
opposing the armed forces of president Assad. The first victims are civilians, including many children.
This documentary follows the daily life of the Aleppo family including a young boy, his brothers and
parents, living in a rebel quarter, who have decided to stay and fight against Bachar El-Assad’s Army.

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/touching-life#.VpFK6UtGwb8

.51

TOUCHING LIFE
[DVDA273-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 235/

Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Family
Touching Life is the story of a family living between two worlds: one of the sighted and one of the
visually impaired. It shows us the reality of life guided by sound and touch.
__________________________________________________________________________________
SOCIETY AND CULTURE
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▼

Catalogue

SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ball#.VzTm-0tGxJQ

.52

THE BALL
[DVDA277-003] 1 x 75 minutes | 2015 | $DVD: 255/

Cat: Communities, Sports

The Ball is a 5 part documentary that explores mankind’s most simple and perfect game. Long before
the invention of football as we know it, the ball has been kicked around the globe by many different
cultures. Travelling through Myanmar, Thailand, Germany, Ireland and Brazil, each 15-minute
episode celebrates the beauty and history of traditional games in contrasting societies.
SPORTS

__________________________________________________________________________________
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ORDER FORM
1586 Fleury East, Suite 210, Montreal (QC) Canada H2C 1S6
Tel. : 1.800.858.2183 / 514.858.0300 / Fax : 1.800.952.0442 / 514.858.0442
info@cinefete.ca / www.cinefete.ca

Date :

Order number:

INVOICE:

SHIP TO:

Name:

Name :

Institution:

Institution:

Address:

Address

City:

State:

City:

State:

Zip code:

Zip Code :

Tel :

Tel:

Email:

Email:

Payment by check or credit card :
Credit Card :

VISA

MASTERCARD

Name on card : ______________________________________________

Credit card number :_____________________________________________3-digit security code :________________
Expiry Date : ____________________________________________________________________________________
Email address of person placing order: ________________________________________________________________

TITLE

Shipping and handling:
($25 for the first item, plus $1 for each additional item)
Comments : All orders are in U.S. funds.

FORMAT

PRICE

QTY

TOTAL

SUB-TOTAL :
SHIPPING :
TOTAL :

U.S. funds

Public Video Exhibition Rights of the audio-visual content embodied in the Videogram(s) is intended for non-commercial use and is valid
for the life of the media. Rights include closed circuit by direct linear exhibition but exclude all broadcast and Internet distribution,
transmission and Exhibition Rights and any form of reproduction, except if agreed upon in writing.

